Barrow Trailers
PLANT TRAY
Securely move pots
and plants.

220 Ideal as a high capacity barrow or trailer, which can be
converted when fully loaded in under 30 seconds.

Whether in trailer or barrow mode, tip barrow
with tub together or tub and its contents only.

220 One handle makes it just as easy to pull as it is to push.

PUSH IT

PULL IT

TOW IT

TIP IT

High capacity and well balanced
Built rugged to deal with all kinds of garden material the 290 and 220
Barrow Trailers ride on a galvanized steel undercarriage and are convertible
from Barrow to Trailer, and back, even when fully loaded, in under a minute!
The wide-mouth non-corrosive tubs are made to last from tough single
skin polyethylene. Well balanced on two wheels, the axle will take the
strain of each load, not your back.

With the 290 and 220 Barrow
Trailers you can:
✪ Move as much as 4 times more material in one go than with a standard
wheelbarrow.
✪ Increase capacity substantially with Extension sides (290 only) and/or
Net. Unique to Henchman.
✪ Move your plant pots safely on the Plant tray. Unique to Henchman.
✪ Change from Barrow to Trailer or back in under a minute – even when
fully loaded.
✪ Push or pull the load, with one hand or two, without risking your back.
✪ Tip the tub and its contents out of the frame.
✪ Tip and empty the load with the draw bar still attached.
✪ Use the tub for wet loads, and even soak hay, without rusting the tub.
✪ Built for a long hard outdoor working life.

For customer services -

info@henchman.co.uk

01635 299 847

Barrow Trailer specifications
290

220

Capacity

290 litres

220 litres

Loading

250kg

200kg

Height/Width/
Length

720/860/
1515cm

665/860/
1425cm

Accessories

Draw Bars; Jaws
or Bolt & Hitch,
Net, Extension
Sides, Plant Tray

Draw Bars; Jaws
or Bolt & Hitch,
Net, Plant Tray

525

